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General Tips and Tricks 
1.  Give yourself plenty of time to complete the Archivum 

application. If you’ve already input information in your Faculty 
History in the Faculty Information System (FIS), then you’re 
ahead. 

 
2.  This Guide is meant to be helpful. Explanatory text in red is 

especially important; please read! 
 
3.  Not all categories will apply to your application. You can open or 

close many categories by using the carrot to the left of the 
category title. Just close the ones that don’t apply to you. 

 
4.  Please limit the work you post in the application to the dates 

under review.  
 For tenure candidates: this will be your tenure clock years. 
 For most promotion to full candidates: this will be research 

conducted since tenure and promotion to Associate Professor; 
this will be teaching and service for the past five years.  

  
 Your CV, uploaded to the application and available under a 

separate tab, should contain all your work.  

5.  On emails:  
• Do not ignore emails from Archivum and Appian. 
• You will receive a number of emails from Archivum and/or 

Appian regarding tasks and the status of the application. 
• You will receive an email from DocuSign.com after each 

level of review. This email will ask you to review the 
evaluative narratives, respond if you wish, and DocuSign. 
Once DocuSigned by you, the application will advance to the 
next level of review.   

 
6.  Advice from EBell throughout this document 

is marked with a bell. Nota bene: Sharon 
Johnson-Hamilton has identified Elizabeth 
Bell for applications about four times in the 
Archivum system; and we have used the 
screen shots from these applications to 
provide samples for you.   
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Starting the Process 
1.  You will be identified by the College as a candidate for tenure and/or promotion, 

and you will receive an email through Archivum. The subject line will be, “You 
have been nominated for Tenure and Promotion.” 

 
2.  Click the active link to your number to accept application. (#83 in Figure 1.) 
 
3.  This link takes you to myusf. Sign in with your USF ID and password. On your 

MyUSF page, look for Business Systems—the third tab at the top of the page. 
Choose “Archivum” from the top of the drop-down list. 

 
4.  At the Archivum page, click Faculty Portal, then Tenure and Promotion 

Dashboard.  There you will see the number for your application, your name, and 
the status of your application.  

 
5.  Click the number (not your name!) to access your application.  
 
6.  The final step at this stage is to complete the Integrity Statement. You cannot access your application until you 

complete the Integrity Statement by checking the box and submitting (Figure 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 1 Email Identifying You as Candidate 

Figure 2 Click to agree 

Figure 3 Acknowledge Integrity Statement 
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Task Bar  
The Task Bar at the top of the page will take you everywhere you need to go. The first line takes you to the different sections of the application. 
The “crawl” line below shows you exactly where your application is throughout the year-long process. As you work on the application, the line 
will indicate “in progress.”  
 

 
Figure 4 Task Bar 
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Summary  
Summary is the first item on the Task Bar and opens these 
categories: 
 
• Application Information: These categories will auto-

populate with your name, Dean, Chair, College, School, and 
Department. 

 
• Review and Response Summary: Every time an evaluative 

review is completed, the narrative will appear here. You will 
have five days after a narrative is posted to upload a 
response to the evaluation. If you do not respond in five 
days, the application will move forward automatically to the 
next level of review. The only narrative you must respond to 
is “College Dean Review.” The application cannot move 
forward to the Provost’s Office without a response from 
you. 

 
• College of Arts & Sciences Timetable: The same T&P Timetable posted on-line at Faculty Affairs will appear here.  

 
• Signed Documents: All documents signed through DocuSign will be listed here. To view document and signature, “click’ on the document 

listed. 
 

• Additional Resources: These are clickable links automatically included in the Archivum application to the Provost’s T&P webpage and the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 5 Summary Page Categories 
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Application  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Application (Figure 6) contains your complete application—with many imbedded categories, text fields for inputting your work, and open fields 
for your narratives. Below are the categories in the first section of the application.  
 

• Application Information (Figure 7 below): This is repeated from the Summary page. Anything included here will be repeated there. 
Please make sure all information is correct, especially the School you will be reviewed by (after the Department and before the College). 
 

• General Data 
 

• Education 
 

• Other Education 
 

• Honors, Awards, etc. 
 

• Experience 
 
Each of these categories will be explained on the following pages. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Application Information 

 

Figure 6 Application Tab on the Task Bar 
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General Data 
 
1.  This is information to be completed by you about your tenure status. Use the “Edit General Data” (Figure 8) button to complete this portion.  

 
 

Figure 8 Edit General Data. 

2.  Select Initial Rank from the drop-down box options. 
 
3.  Enter number of Years Completed in Rank. For tenure candidates, this is usually 5. For promotion to full candidates, this should be the 

number of years since you were tenured. The system will not take decimals (4.5). 
 
4.  % Tenure FTE: Enter 100 (not 1.0). 
 
5.  % Non-Tenure FTE: This value is determined from the percentage entered in the Tenure FTE field and will auto-populate. 
 
6.  “Career Path” and “Promotion to” will auto-populate depending on your application (Instructor in Figure 9).  

 
  

Figure 9 Auto-population in General Data 
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Education 
1.  This is information you complete using the Edit buttons (Figure 10). Once you click “Edit,” text fields will open up. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2.  Use the “+Add Education” button at bottom left (Figure 11) to add each degree. 
 
3.  “Degree” has a drop-down menu for you to choose the appropriate degree.  
 
4.  “Date” requires a day, a month, and a year. While most of us know the semester and year of our graduations, we often don’t know the day. 

If you don’t know, just include the first or last day of the month. The date will not save if you don’t include all three: day, month, year. 
 
5.  I have no idea what the “Comment” box is for. 
 

Figure 10 Edit buttons. 

Figure 11 Completing Education Information 
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Other Education 
This is an opportunity to list other educational endeavors in a textbox format. Character limit is 2000. Please note that this is the first of 
character limits you will encounter throughout the application. While your Word document may count one number, the Archivum system also 
counts hidden items. Watch the counter (0/2000) under the textbox for how many characters are counted. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Areas of Specialization 
Think of this section as your work “at a glance” for reviewers. In a nutshell, what do you study? Some candidates create a numbered list here. 
Still others write a brief description. Use this opportunity to explain—in brief, close-to-lay terms—the work you do. Note that the character limit 
is 500.  
 

 
Figure 13 Specialization list or paragraph? Your choice. 

 

Figure 12 Word Count 
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Honors, Awards, Etc. 
Be prepared to decide what to include here because there is also a section under Teaching for honors and awards. There is no rule about which 
should go where. Replication is okay. Character limit 2000. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Experience 
Here’s your opportunity to include all other employment, including positions outside the academy. 

  

Figure 14 Honors and Awards 

Figure 15 Job Experience 
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Tenure Related Experience 
If you held a tenure-track, or tenured position, at another institution, enter that information in the fields. Then total your tenure-track (or 
tenured) years at both USF and the other institution(s). Use the “+Add Tenure Experience” to list more than one. This section can be left blank if 
this does not apply to you. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Other Tenure Experience 
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Assigned Duties & Evaluations: For Department Liaison to Complete 
The second item on the Task Bar is for the Department Liaison to enter the Assigned Duties and upload any previous evaluations that should be 
considered with this application. Staff know to upload each annual evaluation (as pdfs) during tenure-earning years. For promotion to full 
candidates, evaluations since tenure (or for the past five years) are uploaded. Information about these items is included in Figure 17. 
 
Always check Candidate, Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts. 
 

 

  

Figure 17 Information uploaded by staff 

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Teaching 

 
 
The Teaching section of the application contains these categories: 
• Teaching Goals & Accomplishments: Your 12,000 character narrative on teaching. 

 
• Courses Taught: These auto-populate with course information and student evaluations of teaching. If you are counting courses outside of 

USF (if you were awarded years of credit toward tenure), then these courses will need to be entered manually. 
 
• Teaching Awards, Distinctions: This is a chart with drop-down categories. 
 
• Supervision and Committees: This is a chart for listing all Honors, MA Thesis, and PhD Supervision and Committee work you’ve done. 
 
• Chair or Director Summary of Teaching: This is completed by your Chair/Director and uploaded into Archivum.  

 
 

Each of these categories will be explained on the following pages. 
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Writing Your Teaching Narrative: EBell’s Advice to You 
1. Think of this narrative as a cover letter you might insert with your resume. Your resume, like this application, provides a great 
deal of information. But the cover letter can include information that doesn’t fit well in other places, that frames and highlights your 
work across time, and that communicates your enthusiasm for teaching.   
 
2. Answer the prompt: Provide a concise narrative describing your goals and accomplishments in the area of teaching. Folks usually 

have three goals and four to five major accomplishments.  
 
3.  The character limit is 12,000 (about four single-spaced pages). Be kind to your reader by making your narrative concise (perhaps by not using 

four pages?). Ask other people to read your narrative. Did these readers find it concise, organized, and interesting?  
 
 
Writing Your Teaching Narrative: Formatting Issues 
1.  The textbox will not allow italics, bold, or underscoring.  Links you include are not clickable. 

 
2.  While you may edit text in the textbox, you cannot change any formatting (like indents and spacing). If you cut and paste tabs from your 

Word document, those indentations and spacing will remain.   
 
3.  The textbox will allow bullets. So think creatively about how to indicate organizational breaks in the document. 

 
4. Word to the wise:  Please write and format with the above items in mind before cutting and pasting to the textbox.  In short, get it perfect 

before pasting. 
 
5.  To begin uploading your Teaching Narrative, click “Edit Teaching Goals” (Figure 18) at the top right under the Task Bar. Until you click this 

edit button, no textbox will appear for you to upload your narrative. 
 
 
  

Figure 18 Edit Teaching Goals 
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Courses Taught 
 
Courses Taught at USF 
All the information on courses you have taught loads automatically from the USF Banner system. Make sure to use the > at the right bottom 
corner (circled in red) to see all the courses. 
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Courses Taught Outside of USF 
List all relevant courses taught outside of the USF system. This will only be applicable if you are bringing years of tenure credit to the application. 
You do not need to list classes at other institutions if they do not count on your tenure clock. Figure 20 below indicates the information required.  
 

 
  
Figure 19 For adding courses outside USF 

 
 
 

  

Figure 20 Information on outside courses 
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Teaching Awards, Distinctions 
The chart allows you to upload information in a drop-down menu for these broad categories: 
• Teaching 
• New Courses Developed 
• Collaborative Efforts with Colleagues to Improve Teaching 
• Innovative Methods 
• Other 
 
Start completing the chart with “Edit Awards and Distinctions” (Figure 21). 
 
Use “+Add entry” to add new rows to the chart. 
 

  

Figure 21 Teaching Awards, Distinctions 
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Supervision and Committees 
1.  Here’s a chart for listing all the students you’ve supervised and 

student committees you’ve served on during the period under 
review. Or boxes to check if your department doesn’t have 
these programs. 

 
2.  Under “Type,” the drop-down menu offers many choices: 

• Doctoral Dissertation Committee 
• Honor’s Thesis Committee 
• Master’s Thesis Committee 
• Post-Docs Supervision 
o Professional Doctoral Committee 
• Specialist Committee 
• Other 

 
3.  Go through your records to have start and end dates ready to 

enter. If there is no end date, that means your work with this 
student is continuing. 

4.  If you direct this student’s work, then check “director.”  
 
5.  “Professional Career Information” is an open text box for 

information you provide on this student’s career moves after 
graduation. 

 
6.    Use “Edit committees” to start uploading. And Use “+Add 

Student” to add a new line. 
 
7.  Word of advice: It is very helpful to committees reviewing this 

application if you group your advisees and 
committee work into PhD, MA, and Honors 
rather than listing them chronologically. 
Otherwise, they display in the order you posted 
them. 
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Chair or Director Summary of Teaching: Information for the Candidate 
The intent of this brief summary of teaching is to provide contextual information on departmental teaching assignments, practices, and norms. 
Both candidates and chairs/directors have a job to do in this section.  
 
Candidates are responsible for making sure the Teaching section of the application is complete and ready for the Chair to review. If you want to 
discuss anything in the Teaching section with your chair or if you have questions, ask before you “Mark as Ready.”  
 
Once you “Mark as Ready,” you will not be able to undo that action. Again, make sure everything in this section of the application is complete, 
polished, and ready for review. You may not make any changes to Teaching after submitting “Mark as Ready.”  
 
“Mark as Ready” sends an email to the Chair indicating the application is ready for uploading the Summary of Teaching. Always check Candidate, 
Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts.  

Figure 22 Summary of Teaching 

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Chair or Director Summary of Teaching: For the Chair/Director 
This section must be completed by the Chair prior to Quality Review by the College and submission by the candidate.  
 
The Chair’s job is to summarize teaching efforts by including these items: 
• Information on levels and types of courses routinely taught by the candidate (graduate vs. undergraduate, large vs. small sections, on-line 

courses, etc.); 
• Evaluation scores (ranges, comparison to departmental norms, trends, differences among courses taught, etc.); 
• Results of Peer evaluation and/or class visits (if conducted); 
• The essence of comments from student evaluations. 
 
The candidate may request to meet with the Chair or Director to discuss the Summary Teaching prior to DocuSign. 
 
Always check Candidate, Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts. 
 
The Chair/Director uploads this narrative and signs it through DocuSign in the application. The application cannot move forward to Quality 
review by the college or departmental faculty review without this section completed and DocuSigned by the Chair/Director. 
 
 

 
Figure 23 Chair's Narrative/Summary of Teaching 

  

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Research and Creative Activity 
 

 
 
This section of the application includes these categories: 
• Research Goals & Accomplishments 

• Books and Book Chapters 

• Book Reviews 

• Articles 

• Other Research and Creative Activities Narrative 

• Performances / Exhibitions / Commissioned Works 

• Grants and Contracts – Directed 

• Grants and Contracts – Under Review/Applied but Not Selected 

• Patents and Licenses 

• Presentations 

• Chair or Director Analysis of Publications, Creative Works, and Engaged Scholarship 

 
The pages that follow will explain each category. Almost all the sections here are tables with many fields to complete. Until you click “Edit” in 
each category, the fields will not appear. 
 
If there are categories that do not apply to you, just leave them blank (and closed).  
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Writing Your Research Narrative: EBell’s Advice to You 
1.   Strive to write the narrative so that it is understandable to faculty across disciplines. The farther your application goes 
through the review process, the farther it is from your colleagues in your department and your discipline. Think of this narrative 
as an opportunity to teach your colleagues about your work.  

 
2.  It is very helpful to reviewers to start the narrative with a summary of your accomplishments: “In my tenure earning years, I have published 

___ book chapters, ___ refereed journal articles, and garnered $___ in external funds to support my research.”  
 
3.  Answer the prompt: Provide a concise narrative describing your goals and accomplishments in the area of research and creative activity. 

Folks usually have three goals and four to five major accomplishments.  
 
4.  The character limit is 12,000 (about four single-spaced pages). Be kind to your reader by making your narrative concise (perhaps by not 

using four pages?). Ask other people to read your narrative. Did these readers find it concise, organized, and interesting?  
 

Writing Your Research Narrative: Formatting Issues 
1.  The textbox will not allow italics, bold, or underscoring.  Links you include are not clickable. The textbox will allow bullets. 
2.  While you may edit text in the textbox, you cannot change any formatting (like indents and spacing). If you cut and paste tabs from your 

Word document, those indentations and spacing will remain.  Word to the wise:  Please write and format with the above items in mind 
before cutting and pasting to the textbox.  In short, get it perfect before pasting. 

3.  To begin uploading your Research Narrative, click “Edit Research Goals” at the top right under the Task Bar. Until you click this edit button, 
no textbox will appear for you to upload your narrative. 
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Books and Book Chapters 
In this section, always start with “Edit Books” for the chart fields to appear. 

1.  Click “+Add Book” to create a line in the chart.                                                                                                                                            
 

2. There are drop-down menus to choose these items: 
Type 
• Book 
• Textbook 
• Book Chapter 
 
Status 
• Published 
• Accepted 
• Submitted 

 
3. Senior Author? If you check the box, then the application will indicate “Yes.” If you do not check the box, then the application will indicate 

“No.” 
 
4. See page 28 in this document for a discussion of Community Engaged work. 

Figure 24 Book & chapters information 
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Book Reviews 
This section is for book reviews you have published. It is not for reviews published on your work. 
 
Start with “Edit Books” and “+Add a new book.” 
 
International? If the journal that published this book review has an international audience, then click the box to indicate “Yes.” 
 
Community Engaged? Again, see page 28 here for a discussion. 
 

 
Figure 25 Chart Fields for Book Reviews 
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Articles 
Articles can be added in two ways:  
1. You can click “Add Articles from Academic Analytics.” Academic Analytics will automatically upload 

your articles posted there.  
 
 You can then check the box from that list selecting them to appear in this section (circled in green 

in Figure 26). Anything you don’t check (for example, articles with publication dates that do not fall 
in the review period) will not appear in the application.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

If you added items manually into your Faculty History and then downloaded here from Academic Analytics, you may get duplicate entries. 
Please clean these up to list each publication only once. 

 
2.  Or, you can manually enter all the data in the text fields by clicking first “Edit Articles” and then “+Add a new article” to open a new text 

field. 
 
Other interesting things on these fields: 

Figure 26 Select article to appear in application 
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International here is explained as: Does 
this project have an international 
component? International components 
may include, but are not limited to, 1) 
funding from foreign institutions or in 
non-U.S. currencies, 2) research with 
foreign partners (individuals and/or 
institutions) or research in foreign 
countries/oceans/seas, 3) traveling to 
international destinations, including 
conferences (USF faculty, staff, and/or 
students). 4) hiring or sponsoring of 
foreign nationals. 
 
Note that DOI, ISSN_P, and ISSN_E (even 
if you include them) do not appear on 
the citation in the application.  
 
The Comments box is limited to 500 
characters. This is a good place to 
describe your effort on coauthored 
works, journal rankings, or article impact factors. 
 
Other Publications 
Not all publications are books, book chapters, or refereed journal articles. Here is an opportunity to post published works that don’t fall into 
those categories—like blog postings, op ed pieces, newspaper interviews, and so on. You can use the “Comments” space to indicate reach, page 
visits, or significance for non-traditional publications. 
 

 

Figure 27 Chart Fields for Articles 
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Other Research and Creative Activities Narrative 
This is a new narrative to account for Research that doesn’t fall under the categories 
already included. For CAS candidates, examples might be software, data sets, apps, 
blogs, etc.  If all of your work is accounted for in the previous sections, then there is no 
need for you to complete this category.  

 
Like other narratives (Teaching and Research), all the formatting issues still apply with a 
12,000 character limit.                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
What’s with Commissioned Works and Collection Acquisitions, Exhibitions, 
Performances, and Other Creative Works? Remember, this same application is used for 
all faculty across USF, including College of the Arts and College of Engineering.             
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Community Engaged Scholarship Narrative 
This is a new section (since 2018) in the T&P application and is an opportunity for you to explain any engaged scholarship you may conduct.  
If your department or discipline includes this kind of work, there should be a section describing it and its evaluation in your departmental T&P 
Criteria. If you don’t know anything about this, just skip this narrative and chart. 
 
Definition of Engaged Scholarship: 
As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, “community engagement describes collaboration between institutions 
of higher education and their larger communities (local, regional/state, national, [international,] global) for the mutually beneficial exchange of 
knowledge and resources in a context of partnership and reciprocity.” . . . community engagement undertaken to “enrich scholarship, research, 
and creative activity” may be included and evaluated as part of a research/creative/scholarly faculty assignment. Community-engaged 
scholarship may be demonstrated by high-profile products such as reports to local, national, or international agencies and formal presentations, 
or by other products as designated by the unit, as well as by peer review. If applicable to the application, this section is used to report those 
activities.   
 
If you conduct engaged scholarship, use this space to list and briefly describe products of community-engaged scholarship, including   
▪ Title or Type 
▪ Location (Local, State, Regional, National, International, Global) 
▪ Date(s) 
▪ Community/Organizational Partners Involved 
▪ Nature of collaboration 
▪ Provide evidence of significance, impact, magnitude of involvement, and critical/community recognition 
   [12,000 character limit]         
 
Items that appear in this section should not appear in other sections (Research, Grants and Contracts, Creative Non-Published Activities, etc.) 
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Grants and Contracts – Directed 
Grants and contracts can be added two ways: 
 
1. If you engage in sponsored research, all your grant activity will auto-populate from FAST. Select the 
grants you wish to appear in the application (Figure 28).  

 

2. Or add grant and contract 
information manually. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 29 Uploading Grants from FAST 

Figure 28 Insert Info Manually 
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Grants and Contracts - Under Review/Applied but Not Selected 
Use these text fields to list any grants pending or not awarded. Please stay within the time period under review.  
 
1.  Start with “Edit Grants – Pending” button to open the chart fields. (Figure 30) 
 
2.  Use “+Add Grants and Contracts” to add entries to the chart. (Figure 31) 
 
3.  If you have specific questions, especially about “candidate’s share of funds,” your departmental URA (Unit Research Administrator) is a 

wealth of knowledge. 
 

 

 
 
  

Figure 31 Adding Grants 

Figure 30 Edit grants opens chart fields 
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Patents and Licenses 
Use this space to list any patents and/or licenses applied for or approved. USF has a very successful track record for patents! 
 
Use “+Add New patent or License” to add lines to the chart. 
 

 
 
Presentations 
Most faculty have many presentations to post for the review years.  
1. Start with “Edit Presentations.”  
2. Then “Type” chosen from the drop-down menus: Paper, Poster, Other, speech.  
3.  Use “Add Paper or Speech” to add lines to the chart. 
4. “International” for presentations usually refers to the sponsor of the presentation: an international organization or conference, a non-US 

institution. 
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Chair or Director Analysis of Publications, Creative Works, and Engaged Scholarship:  
Information for the Candidate 
The intent of this Analysis is to provide contextual information on publication venues. See the next page for details. Both candidates and 
chairs/directors have a job to do in this section.  
 
Candidates are responsible for making sure the Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity section of the application is complete and ready for the 
Chair to review. If you want to discuss anything in the Research section with your chair or if you have questions, ask before you “Mark as Ready.”  
 
Once you “Mark as Ready,” you will not be able to undo that action. Again, make sure everything in this section of the application is complete, 
polished, and ready for review. You may not make any changes to Research after submitting “Mark as Ready.”  
 
“Mark as Ready” sends an email to the Chair indicating the application is available for posting this Analysis of Publications. Always check 
Candidate, Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts. 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Chair or Director Analysis of Publications, Creative Works, and Engaged Scholarship: for the Chair/Director 
This section must be completed by the Chair prior to Quality Review by the College and submission by the candidate.  
 
The Chair’s job is to provide an analysis of publication venues by including the items and categories listed on the next page.  
 
You should ask your Chair/Director how much or how little help they want with this section. Some Chairs are happy to have you work with the 
Research Librarians in your discipline at the USF Libraries to cull databases for information. You can then carry your researched information to 
your Chair. Other Chairs do all of this on their own. Just ask. 
 
The candidate may request to meet with the Chair or Director to discuss the Analysis of Publications prior to DocuSign. Once DocuSigned, the 
narrative cannot be changed or edited. 
 
Always check Candidate, Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts. 
 
The Chair/Director uploads this narrative and signs it through DocuSign in the application. The application cannot move forward to departmental 
faculty review without this section completed and DocuSigned by the Chair/Director. 
 
This section must be completed by the Chair prior to Quality Review by the College and submission by the candidate.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Chair/Director Analysis—Directions to Chairs for Content 
For tenure applications, the chair should include all publications/journals in the analysis of faculty publications during tenure-earning years. For 
applicants seeking promotion only, the emphasis should be placed on years since promotion to Associate professor. If any of the four categories 
below don’t apply to this candidate’s work, then exclude them.  
 
 1. Assessment of Books/Textbooks/Chapters or Segments of Books. 
   

Please provide data relevant to the quality of the books/textbooks published, in press, or accepted for publication by the 
candidate.  This may include descriptions of the nature/quality of the publisher (i.e., university press, academic press, popular 
press, etc.), published reviews of these works, data on the number of units sold, number of units as holding in research libraries, 
universities/colleges which have adopted these works, etc. 
 

2. Assessment of Refereed Articles.  
 

Please provide a description and evaluation of the quality of the journals in which the candidate has published and, if multiple 
authors, the candidate’s relative contribution.  This description and evaluation should include for each journal: 
 
• name  
• description  
• independent evaluation of quality  
• acceptance/rejection rate  
• impact factor from Web of Science (if available)   
 

3. Assessment of Creative Non-Published Works. 
 

Please provide a description and evaluation of the quality of the creative non-published works of the candidate.  This description 
and evaluation should include a brief assessment of the significance of the works, the magnitude of the candidate’s involvement, 
and critical recognition of these works. 
 

 4.  Assessment of Engaged Scholarship. 
 

Please provide a description and evaluation of engaged scholarship with evidence of significance, impact, magnitude of 
candidate’s involvement, and critical/community recognition. 
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Service 
 
 
 
 

 
This section consists of a narrative and a chart for service activities.  
 
Service Goals & Accomplishments Narrative 
1. To begin, click “Edit Service Goals” for the text box to appear to upload the narrative.  
 
2. Like other Narratives in the application, answer the prompt and be kind to your reader: “Provide a concise narrative describing your goals 

and accomplishments in the area of service.”     
 
3. All formatting issues continue: a limit of 12,000 characters. Cut and paste into the text box only when the formatting is perfect. 
 
Service Activities 
The chart to list your service activities has these drop-down options (Figure 32): 
Type      Level Type 
• Community     o Local    
• Professional    o Regional 
• University     o National 
• Other 
• System/University Service   Chairperson? A check indicates yes. 
• College Service 
• Department Service    End Date? A blank end date indicates that this service is ongoing.  
• International Service 
 

 
     Figure 32 Information for Service Activities 
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Supplemental Materials 
Here is your opportunity to upload materials for reviewers to access while reading your application. If your department requires certain 
materials, please follow those directives for what to include. The system will only upload pdfs. Note: Once the application has been submitted 
for review, the candidate is no longer able to add supplemental materials to the on-line application.  
 
For best use by reviewers, start by gathering and organizing materials by category: Teaching, Research, and Service. 
 
In those categories, you may wish to create a Table of Contents page to preface materials you include. For example:  
Teaching 
--Undergraduate Course Syllabi 
--Graduate Course Syllabi 
--Pre- Post-Test Results 
--Sample Student Work/Feedback 
 
Research 
--reprints of articles, book chapters with titles 
--reprints of book 
--emails involving submissions and/or acceptances from editors of works listed in the application 
 
Gather all the materials into one pdf and name it: Teaching [Your Last Name]; Research [Your Last Name]. Then upload each pdf following the 
directions below.  
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You’re so close! Please know that many people will look at your CV as they review your application. Do yourself a favor by making it clear, 
organized, and complete.  
 
Use the “Upload CV” button at the top right of the screen to upload your CV.  
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Quality Review: for the Candidate 

 
 
The Quality Review is a marker on the Progress Bar and is a required step conducted by the Dean’s Office to make sure all sections are complete. 
You will not see ‘Quality Review’ on the Progress Bar until your Chair/Director has uploaded and DocuSigned their Summary of Teaching and 
Analysis of Publications.  
 
The College Liaison is checking for completed sections from the department liaison (on Assigned Duties & Evaluations and the list of bios for 
External Reviewers) and to make sure that all information in the Summary section is correct (your department, your School, chair’s name, etc.) 
 
The College Liaison will work with you individually and the Department Liaison on anything that’s amiss. During any discussions, you will 
continue to be able to upload Supplemental Materials. Note, however, that both Teaching and Research sections are closed to any further 
editing by you after Chair/Director summary and analysis are DocuSigned. 
 
Always check Candidate, Chair, and Departmental Work Flow for dates to complete these parts. 
 
How to Submit for Quality Review 
Once the application is complete, “click” the Submit for Quality Review button, 
which is located in the top right corner. The College Liaison will receive an 
automated email from Archivum indicating that you have submitted your application for Quality Review.  
 
Once reviewed, you will receive an automated email from Archivum indicating that the Quality Review is complete.  At that time, you should 
review your application again prior to submission.  
 
As a reminder, no supplemental documents can be added to the on-line application after submission. 
 
  

https://www.usf.edu/arts-sciences/faculty-staff/faculty-affairs/tenure-promotion/on-line-work-and-submission-2020-2021.pdf
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Submission 
Once the application has been DocuSigned by candidate and submitted, the application will advance to the Department Review status. 
Throughout the process, you can check to see what has been signed through DocuSign utilizing the Search bar or by clicking on the document.  
 
Signed Documents 
This section is available through the Summary Page and contains all DocuSigned documents throughout the process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Amendments 

 
Once the application has been submitted by you, only you can upload Amendments to the application. Amendments may be added at any time 
during the review process. The College Liaison, Department Chair, and Committee Chairs will receive automated emails from Archivum when 
Amendments are added. 
 
The most frequent amendments, uploaded as pdf documents, are:  

• copies of email messages from editors that a manuscript has been accepted for publication;  
• copies of email messages that a grant has been awarded;  
• any notice of an honor or award.  

 
If you have any questions about whether or not something should be added, then always check with the College Liaison for advice. 
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Withdraw Application 
There are circumstances in which a candidate wishes to withdraw from the process. To do that in Archivum, follow the steps below. 
 
1. Click “Summary” on the task bar 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Click “Related Actions” and see these options: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Click “Withdraw Application” 
 
4. Then click “Withdraw” button in lower right side of screen. Once withdrawn, you will receive an email from Archivum acknowledging this. 
 
 

 


